
HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR LIBRARY

Macro Level // What exactly do I own?
    •What kinds of books?
    •How many within each category?
    •Get familiar with the titles and authors

Micro Level // Testing, rating, prioritizing
    •Compare commentaries on a passage
    •Compare dictionary/encyclopedia 
       entries on a topic
    •Compare lexicons on Greek and Hebrew 
       words

HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR RA

Tools
    •Invest a little time each day to learn 
       about one of the 37 tools currently 
       available in Logos 8.
    •"Pin to top" your favorite Tools for
       quick and easy access.

Guides & Workflows
    •The Passage and Topic Guides are your
       bread and butter. Master these and 
       you'll become a Logos Pro in no time.
    •Workflows are good training in her-
       meneutics. Fun to play around with.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR INSIGHTS

    •Build your own personal commentary 
       using Notes.

    •Build your own topical index using 
       Passage Lists.

    •Catalogue all memorable quotes on a 
       passage or topic using Clippings.

TOP STUDY RESOURCES TOP TOOLS TRAINING RESOURCES

Faithlife Study Bible
Lexham Bible Dictionary

The New Bible Commentary
Cornerstone Biblical Commentaries

Lexham Theological Wordbook
----

HALOT/BDAG ($220)
Dictionary of Biblical Languages: 3 vol ($44)

Theological Dictionary of the NT ($34)

Information
Important Passages

Bible Word Study
Passage Guide

Topic Guide
Theology Guide

----
Psalms Explorer
NT Use of the OT

Study the Bible with Logos (v. 7)
DIY Bible Study (v. 7)

Quickstart for Logos 8
----

Logos Training Center
Logos Blog

In an instant, Logos is able to scan every word 
on every page in every book on every shelf of 
your library. It then pulls just the right books 
off the shelf and opens them to just the right 

pages based on your search criteria. 

Word studies, passage studies, topical and 
contexual studies are made ridiculously quick 

and simple. This gives you more time to 
prayerfully consider the content, rather than 

flipping through indexes and tables of content, 
hoping you'll find something useful. 

INSIGHTS STORAGE SYSTEM
One of the coolest features of Logos is that you 
can catalogue every insight, making them easy 
to re-discover when you return to that passage 

or topic at a later date. Day by day, you can 
essentially build your own running 

commentary based on books you've read, 
sermons you've heard, or insights you've 

gleaned from your own study. 

LOGOS DEMYSTIFIED
Ryan Carson

CUSTOM LIBRARY
Fundamentally, Logos is a digital library. 

Bibles, commentaries, study aids, and books 
from your favorite Christian authors, are made 
easily accessible to you by way of your phone, 

tablet, or personal computer.

It's easy to lose sight of the astounding volume 
of helpful resources that are available to you in 

Logos. The more familiar you become with 
them, the more confidently you will navigate 

your Bible study and teaching preperation.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT


